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ABSTRACT

A programmable longitudinal feedback system based on four AT&T 1610 digitd
signal processors has been developed as a component of the PEP-II R&D program. This
longitudinal quick prototype is a proof of concept for the PEP-II system and implements
fun-speed bunch-by-bunch signal processing for storage rings with bunch spacing of 4 ns. The
design incorporates a phase-detector-based front end that digitizes the osti~ation phases
of bun~es at the 250 MHz crossing rate, four programmable signal processors that compute
correction signals, and a 250-MHz hold buffer/kicker driver stage that apphes correction
si~ds back on the beam. The design implements a general-purpose, table-driven
downsampler that aflows the system to be operated at several accelerator faci~ties. The
hardware architecture of the signal processing is described, and the software algorithms
used in the feedback signal computation are discussed. The system configuration used for
tests at the LBL Advanced Light Source is presented.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1 presents the components of the prototype longitudinal damping system as
insta~ed at the LBL Advanced Light Source. The system uses a phase-detection technique
to process beam signals from four button-type pickups. The detection frequen~ is at the
shth harmonic of the ring rf ( 6 x 499 MHz, or 2998 GHz) and a periodic microwave coupler
tircuit is utified to generate a coherent tone burst from the pickup signals. The processing
bandwidth of the detection process is fimited to 400 MHz, a~owing measurement of each
bunc~s symhrotron motion in an independent manner for bunch spatigs of 4 ns. The detected
oscillation signal is digitized at the bunch-crossing rate. A digital signal-processing block
compu~s bunch-by-bunch correction signals and appties them to the beam using a fast D/A,
an output modulator, a power ampfifier, and a beam kicker.1~2

DIGITAL PROCESS~G ARCHITECTURE

The digital signal-processing of the system consists of a fast 8-bit A/D stage, a
programmable downsampler that selects bunches for processin& a computation stage
composed of 4 AT&T 1610 processors, a hold buffer stage, a fast 8-bit D / A, and an output
modulator stage. Figure 2 shows the signal flow in the digital processing components of the
system. The front and back ends of this system operate at bunch crossing rates up to
250 MHz. The system is clocked by the ring rf clock at 500 MHz while a fiducial signal is
used to synchronize the feedback process to a particular rf bucket.

“-Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE–AC03–76SFO0515.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the longitudinal quick prototype as installed at the ALS,

AH data processing in the digital system is performed on a long word composed of four
8-bit samples from consecutive bunches (a so-c~ed group of four). The front and back-end
bunch rates of 250 MHz, in conjunctionwith the Abunch para~efism of the processin~
reduce the basic data transferrate in the front end and hold buffer stages to 62.5 MHz. This
paraUefism simplifies the circuit design and timin& as only the very front and back-end
circuits-must operate at the fuU 250 MHz rate.

The feedback processing is a downsampled system, in which the osdation
coordinate of a bunch is ordy sampled once every n turns, where n is a downsamphg factor.
In the ALS nominal synchrotron frequencies are in the &10 kHz range, while the revolution
frequen~ is 1.2 MHz. For the system as configured at the ALS, n=24 is used, which a~ows
the processing block to run with roughly sh samples per synchrotron osdation period. This
downsampting further reduces the data trmsfer rate in the DSPS.

The downsampfing function of the quick prototype is implemented as a table-driven
system. A memory look-up table is read for each group-of-four crossing. The address into the
table is composed of a turn count and a group-of-four count. The memory table value contains
two fields. A single TAG bit specifies if the A/D data should be processed for this group of
four, while a HOLD_BUFFER_ADDRESS field specifies the address in the hold buffer
where output data from the DSP should be pkced. The quick prototype uses a 2K x 9
downsampler memory that dews downsamphg factors of 1–31 and up to 64 groups of four
(256 bunches). TMs approach is fletible and implements the downsampler in only 3
i~t.ggrated circuits.

--
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the digital signal-processing components.

The heart of the signal processing is a computational block composed of four AT&T
1610 digital signal processors. These 16-bit single-chip processors are general-purpose
programmable ‘elements, each with 16 ~yte of internal dual-port memory and a 25-ns
multiply-accumulate time for cached instructions.4 The feedback signal computation is
implern-entedin these processors and speafied by a program and titer coefficients. A bit
1/0 interface is used to a~ow external signals (such as an injection trigger) to pass
information to the feedback process on an exception basis.

The data interface to the DSPS is implemented using the para~el input/output (PIO)
ports of the 1610. The data from the front-end A/D is transferred under downsampler
control to the PIO input port, and the feedback computation result is taken from the PIO
output port. The PIO ports are run in passive mode, controlled by a PAL-based state
machine which sequences the input and output transfers as controlled by the downsampler
TAG bit. As the data samples are 8 bits wide, the input data is presented with the 8-buffer
address bits from the downsampler to create a 16-bit PIO word. The address bits allow the
DSP program to identify which bunch generated the data sample in the PIO transaction.
The hold buffer is a 32-bit-wide fast memory block which maintains an image of the kick
signal for each bunch. The hold buffer is addressed by the group-of-four counter. Each hold-
buffer read cycle is followed by a potential hidden write qcle, in which a new DSP result
can be transparently written into the hold buffer if enabled by the downsampler TAG bit.
As4he HOLD_BUFFER_ADDRESS field of the downsampler memory specifies the
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Fig. 3; Oscilloscope record of the base-band kick signal and the resulting modulated kicker
signal. The figure shows kicks for sequential bunches 4 ns apart. The first kick is positive,
the second negative and of lesser ampfitude, the third zero, and the fourth and fifth
positive. The ticker signal phase inverts to achieve the negative kick on the second bunch.
The wide-band nature of these signals can be seen in the 380 ps rise time of the base-band
kick signal.

location into which new DSP results are placed it is possible to maintain a tied offset
between input and output data as the bunches circulate.This offset is necessary to a~ow the
kicker system-to be placed at any point in the rin& as we~ as to compensate for cable and
signal transit delays between pickup, processin& and kicker stages.

The output stages of the system comprise a fast 8-bit D/ A stage running at the
250 MHz beam-crossing rate and an output modulator. The calculated DSP output is a base-
band correction signal, whfie the longitudinal kicker structure is designed to operate in the
1.OW1.25 GHz range. An output-modulator function is provided that transfers the base-band
D/A signal into modulation on a kicker osci~ator signal. The kicker signal originates as a
carrier at 2.25 times the rf frequency (1125 MHz, obtained by dividing the rf signal by 4 and
multiplying the resulting synchronous 125 Mhz by 9 in a step-recovery diode and band-pass
filter). The 1125 MHz carrier is quad phase-shift key (QPSK) modulated at the 500-MHz
bucket crossing rate, which results in a strong 1 GHz component as we~ as higher side bands.
The QPSK signal is then amptitude modulated by the output D/ A, resulting in a kicker
signal which can span the 1.O&l.25 GHz range of the longitudinal kicker.

The power amptifier stage is a 500-watt commercial unit. The longitudinal kicker is a
wide-band drift-tube structure comprising two drift tubes and associated delay tines. It has
been designed by the Beam Electrodynamics group at LBL.5
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Table 1 contains a summary of the system design and performance speafications as
configured for the ALS insta~ation. Figure 3 is an osa~oscope photo of the base-band kick
signal and Mcker-drive signal for five consecutive bunches 4 ns apart.

Table 1
PHASE DETECTOR RESOLUTION

PARAMETERS VALUE UNITS COMMENTS
Front-end detection frequency 2998 Mhz 6xrf
Resolution .25 Deg at 500 MHz
Sampfing rate DC-250 MHz
Bunch-to-bunch isolation -30 dB 250 MHz samp~g rate
System dynamic range 48 dB
Number of bunches 1-256
Downsample factor 1-31
Nominal filter execution 900 m 4 tap FIR, no options
Bunches contro~ed at ALS 1-92 Depends on downsamptig

factor and filter complexity

. .

OPERATIONAL AND SIGNAL PROCESSING SOFTWARE

The processors of the quick prototype are controlled by a JTAG serial test port
connected to an extemd PC which runs the AT&T multi-processor development system.
With this configuration feedback algorithms may be coded and downloaded to the DSPS
and data may be sent in either direction over the JTAG tink, providing a general-purpose
user interface to configure and run the system.

The processors manage all basic high-level operations under user control via the
JTAG port. These operations include loading the downsampler lookup table, loading the
bunch and turn-counter preload values, and configuring programmable elements of the
system. The sequence is outhed in the flowchart of Fig. 4. The DSP clears the memories of
the lookup table and hold buffer, loads the lookup table, and loads registers with preload
values for the group and turn counters. Once the general state of the board is set, the AT&T
1610 processors compute correction signals via a feedback filter algorithm.

The initiafiation process uses several external C-language programs to create
accelerator-speafic download programs. One program uses information on the number of rf
buckets in the nn~ and a suggested downsampfing factor to create the lookup table for the
downsampler. The user can speafy arbitrary samp~ng patterns or control afl bunches
within the timing constraints of the feedback program. With this flexible design the
prototype hardware can run at many accelerator facilities, using software to specify the
operating conditions.

A second set of user C programs calculate feedback filter characteristics based on
desired gain and phase-shift characteristics of the feedback path. Most feedback
algorithms we have used to date are finite impulse response (FIR) filters of H taps in
length. Such a filter is computed using a general-purpose FIR feedback program, with filter
coefficients tailored to the accelerator system. It is possible to have several filters or
coeffiaent sets in the DSP memory at once, and use the bit 1/0 signals to specify a feedback
filter on a bunch-by-bunch basis. Such flexibility can a~ow special injection filters, or the- .-
sweeping of a filter band pas-sto match a moving synchrotron tune if required.

5
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Fig. 4. Flowchart of the BP filter program. Ex~ution of this program takes 41 25-ns cycles
(1625 ns total). The program impl;m;nts a 5-tap FIR filter, and tests the tag bits of every
data word.
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As these feedback filters process information on a bunch-by-bunch basis, the feedback
task requires synchronization of input and output data. Figure 5 illustrates data flow in a
DSP “filterprogram. Input data 16 bits wide is read from the para~el port. The eight most
significant bits of this word are data itself; the rest of the word is a code that is unique for
each group of bunches. Using this bunch information the program builds a data structure
that keeps a set of pointers associated with each bunch. This structure includes pointers to
the end and the beginning of data storage, a pointer to the oldest data in the storage, and a
pointer for the set of filter coefficients for each bunch. The program computes a filter output
with each input sample, writes this value to the PIO output buffer, and then waits for the
next interrupt to process data for the next bunch.

The DSP program execution time determines the total number of bunches the system
controk, as the program must complete before the next data is selected by the downsampler.
We can estimate the maximum number of contro~ed bunches at the ALS by foflowing the
equation N~ = DS * 4 ~~v/Z~X, where NB is the number of contro~ed bunches; DS is the
downsample factor; 4 is the number of para~el DSP processors; ~,~vis the revolution time;
and ZeXis the execution time. As a four-tap FIR Mter takes 900ns to execute, a downsample
factor of 31 a~ows control of up to 92 bunches at ALS.

The execution time of 900 ns/loop includes 150 ns for the filter output calculation itself
plus overhead. This overhead includes waiting for an interrupt, identifying a bunch, and
updating the oldest value of data. Additional Mter taps require only one more 25 ns
multiply-accumulate instruction in cache.

The general-purpose nature of the software-based feedback allows the user to select
the best filter for each particular feedback task.6~7The selection of filters we have
deveioped include pure delay, differentiator, band-pass FIR, IIR filters, and tinear
quadratic gaussian (LQG) filters. Programmable coefficients of these filters a~ow the
adjustment of the filter phase shift so that the overa~ feedback loop will have the
nominal 180 phase shift at the synchrotron frequency.

The general-purpose structure of DSP signal processing a~ows the quick prototype to
perform a wide range of research and diagnostic algorithms that can take long time records
reflecting the behavior of individual bunches in a rin~ excite the beams with a particular
exatation pattern, or fip the feedback from negative to positive for selected bunches. Such
flexibility is useful for machine physics and diagnostic purposes. Figure 6 shows an open
loop time record of 8 bunches from the ALS. The phase-osci~ation data is taken from 48
bunches witha 4-ns bunch-spaang for 1150 samples per bunch (19 ins). This algorithm uses
the DSP memory as a multichannel osdoscope that can be triggered on any event by using
one of the bit input/output signals. The time data can be processed off-he to provide
frequency data, such as power spectrums of bunch motion or bunch-to-bunch transfer
functions.819

SUMMARY

A general-purpose DSP-based longitudinal feedback system has been developed as a
component of the PEP-II R&D program. The prototype contains au of the essential
components required for the PEP-II system. This system is installed at the Advanced Light
Source at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and is used to develop techniques to control
longitudinal coupled-bunch instabilities. The signal processing and software is complete,
and the ALS feedback power amphfier and lon~tudinal kicker will be insta~ed during the
fafi of 1993. The quick prototype has been used to study open-loop longitudinal motion of
the ALS beam and demonstrated real-time computation of feedback signals. Closed-loop
operation of the system is expected in early 1994.
- .-
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